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Abstract. Neural Architectures Search (NAS) methodologies, which automatically discover state-of-the-art neural networks, have seen a growing interest in recent years. One particular group of NAS methodologies searches for small sub-networks called cells, which are then linearly connected to form the complete neural network. The composition of the final neural network, established through the width of the cells and the depth of the connections, is manually designed while being influenced by the available GPU memory. Typically, the hardware architectures targeted in NAS research are powerful, high-end GPUs. Hence, the attention is on creation of a large neural network that will still fit in the GPU, in turn leading to a very high accuracy for the given task. In direct contrast, we exploit the inherent flexibility of cells to create smaller neural networks, with the intention to study their behaviour on resource-constrained embedded systems. We use the cells discovered from Stochastic Neural Architecture Search (SNAS), to explore the effect that the composition of the cell has on various metrics, namely, the number of parameters, accuracy, latency and power usage. The last two metrics are measured on NVIDIA Jetson Nano, an embedded AI computing platform with a small GPU with mere 4GB on-chip memory. When comparing results of our exploration to the original SNAS architecture’s with 97.02% accuracy for the CIFAR-10 dataset, one particular architecture, with only a tenth of original parameters, achieved an accuracy of 96.14%, notably with 15% lower power consumption and ≈3x faster inference time. Furthermore, this model outperforms other architectures, which are designed for edge devices, specifically to reduce the model size. Thus demonstrating that cell-based architectures, with adequate composition, provide efficient models to be deployed on resource-constrained edge devices.

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been a growing interest in Neural Architecture Search (NAS), the automation of architecture engineering for efficient neural networks. The automatically discovered neural architectures have routinely outperformed the hand-designed ones in a variety of domains such as language processing and image classification tasks [1]. There is an important and increasingly popular
subgroup of NAS methodologies, consisting of algorithms focused on cell-based neural architectures. As discussed in [2], cell-based NAS has several advantages over other methodologies. Firstly, the search space of the NAS algorithm is reduced as the algorithm only searches for a small sub-network called cell, which is a small part of a complete neural architecture. Secondly, these cells can be transferred and re-used in different datasets and domains. Thirdly and most importantly in this work, the architectures created by repeating building blocks are a useful design principle in general.

The cell-based NAS typically discovers two types of cells, namely, a normal cell and a reduction cell [3]. The normal cell is designed to maintain the feature map size of the input, whereas the reduction cell reduces the feature map size. The complete neural architecture is generated by forming a linear connection of the normal cells, interrupted by a few reduction cells at regular intervals. The neural architectures created by repeating the same cell possess an inherent flexibility to be able to form neural networks of different sizes. Individual cells can be wide or narrow (depending on the number of filters it has), and the variable frequency of cell repetition in the neural network further adds to their flexible nature.

The GPUs targeted in NAS research typically are state-of-the-art hardware, usually resulting in the creation of a large neural network, containing a stack of many wide cells. However, most NAS methodologies do not consider hardware limitations during engineering. The neural networks designed for a high-end GPU may not be a viable option for an edge device. Oftentimes, the edge devices are cheap, able to fit in small spaces, and run on an internal battery. Consequently, they have constraints on memory, processing power, speed, and energy. Figure 1 illustrate the enormous difference between the performance of neural networks on a high-end GPU (NVIDIA Tesla T4) and a resource-constrained GPU (NVIDIA Jetson Nano). The graphs are drawn for latency vs parameters for various cell-based architectures. In a glance they do look similar, however the scale of the latency for these two devices are in stark contrast. An architecture designed for a high-end GPU, providing inference in 0.1 s can take more than 2 s on an embedded device, driving the point that the best model for one device can not always be the optimal choice for another device. This also demonstrates the importance of designing efficient neural network architectures for embedded systems.

Taking the flexibility of the cell-based neural architectures into consideration, the question arises if it is possible to alter and organize the cells, such that it is feasible to be deployed on resource-constrained edge devices. This question motivates the current work, where we first analyze the performance of the original architecture created by a popular NAS cell on our target hardware. Subsequently, this information is utilized to design a grid search, which evaluates various architectures created from the chosen cell. The objective of this search is to discover good architecture(s), composed from the same cell, which have better performance in terms of power and latency on an embedded system while retaining an acceptable accuracy. In other words, the aim is to investigate the
cell-based architecture’s suitability to an embedded system. As far as we know, this is the first experimental and exploratory study that systematically analyses cell-based architectures for deployment on embedded devices.

Specifically, in this work, the cells chosen were those discovered from a NAS methodology called Stochastic Neural Architecture Search (SNAS). We studied the effects of the composition of the cells with a variable number of parameters, on its accuracy along with latency, and power usage on NVIDIA Jetson Nano, which is an embedded AI computing platform with a small GPU with mere 4 GB on-chip memory. The results of this exploration illustrate that the architectures, composed of the same cells that were originally designed for high efficiency and a large memory footprint, are able to achieve competitive performance on another hardware with resource limitations.

Since the search is based on multiple objectives, selection of the best candidates is concluded through Pareto optimization, where any objective cannot be improved without worsening some of the other objectives. The set of candidates selected in such a fashion are collectively called a Pareto Front. The Pareto Front obtained upon convergence, presents the various possible architectures that can be deployed on the edge device. It allows the designer to be aware of the trade-offs that exist between different evaluation parameters. For instance, a highly efficient model generally has many convolutional kernels, thereby having a large memory footprint and a longer processing time. On the other hand, a smaller model with fewer parameters is highly likely to have less prediction accuracy, but might be the best option for a resource-constrained device.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Firstly, in Sect. 2, related works in the domain of neural architectures for embedded systems is discussed. Secondly, in Sect. 3, we discuss the tradition composition of cell based architecture and its behaviour on resource-constrained Jetson-Nano. Subsequently, Sect. 4 presents our search methodology and the evaluation objectives. Next, the results from experiments are described in Sect. 5. Lastly, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work

Neural networks are increasingly being used in resource-constrained edge devices for various tasks and domains [4]. This has led to research on novel neural architectures, which specifically cater to the resource limitations on the target hardware. New architectures have been proposed that are manually designed, in addition to NAS methodologies, that have been defined to automatically discover the hardware aware architectures.

In the past few years, various manually-designed architectures for embedded systems have been proposed, such as, MobileNets [5], ShuffleNet [6], DenseNet [7] and CodenseNet [8]. These neural architectures are generally designed to reduce the resource usage, however, they do not evaluate the performance on a specific target hardware. They require significant design time, in addition to the human expertise. Moreover, they are not always optimal for a new application or hardware, and may require further manual effort to fine-tune.

Early NAS methodologies [2] were focused only on improving the accuracy and took many days to converge [9,10]. With the introduction of faster differentiable search algorithms, which only takes a few hours to converge on a cell-based search space, the cell-based NAS methodologies have become mainstream [11-13]. Consequently, there are many efficient known cells, however, once a cell is discovered, all architectures are constructed in a similar manner (as first proposed in [9]).

Specific hardware aware NAS methodologies, such as MnasNet [14], PPP-Net [15], are efficient in searching for neural networks that achieve high accuracy, low computation cost, and low latency on a specific device. However, most of them do not generate flexible architectures (or cells) that can be adapted after the NAS algorithm has finished execution. For example, PPP-Net and MnasNet, both generate architectures with pre-defined number of blocks.

The inherent flexibility of a cell however, allows it to be used in various configurations to construct the whole architecture. Motivated by this thought, the current work is an exploratory study that investigates the architectures constructed from one such cell (SNAS [13]). To the best of our knowledge, no other study has been proposed to systematically analyse the effects of cell-based architecture composition for embedded systems.

3 Cell-Based Architecture Analysis

In this section, we first explain the baseline neural architecture, originally constructed by the cells discovered during the SNAS (Stochastic Neural Architecture Search) [13] work. Next, we analyse the baseline model for the CIFAR-10 dataset, on NVIDIA Jetson Nano and further utilize the details from this analysis to search for architectures that are suitable to resource-constrained devices.

The SNAS methodology discovers two types of cells: a Normal Cell, which preserves the feature map size of the input, and a Reduction Cell, which reduces the feature map size by half. For the CIFAR-10 dataset, the original baseline
model has linearly connected 18 normal cells, partitioned into three blocks by two additional reduction cells at 1/3 and 2/3 of the total depth of the network. The cell itself is designed to take the output of the two previous cells, and as depicted in Fig. 2, consists of an acyclic graph of various nodes. In the figure, blue nodes are input/output nodes of the cell and orange nodes are the intermediate nodes. Each edge between an input node and an intermediate node is either a convolutional operation or a skip connection. The output of all the intermediate nodes is then concatenated to produce the final cell output.

In the SNAS work of [13], resource constraints were weakly considered during the search, by placing limits on the size of the cell. Three levels of resource constraints were used: mild, moderate, and aggressive. For each of these levels, a normal cell and a reduction cell were discovered. The mild constraint allows for relatively large cells to be discovered, whereas, the aggressive mode leads to discovery of cells with fewer parameters. However, the number of parameters in the aggressive-cell were still too high, the final model has $\approx 80\%$ of the size of the model constructed from the mild-cell. This still may not be considered to be of suitable size to be deployed on many edge devices with memory limitations.

Furthermore, most NAS approaches construct the neural network in the same standard manner. The classic architecture was first introduced by [9] and has been deployed by many other cell-based NAS works [11–13]. These works spend considerable time and effort to discover the cells and subsequently construct the architecture as originally suggested. In the classic architecture, blocks of the normal cells are partitioned by the reduction cells at regular intervals. The standard composition for the eventual neural network is a balanced architecture, with an equal number of cells in each block. Figure 5a illustrates the baseline architecture composition commonly used for the CIFAR-10 dataset. In the figure, \( F \times N \) to the right of each block represents the number of channels per cell in the block $\times$ number of cells per block. In the classic architectures, the number of cells per block is the same for all blocks, however, the number of channels of the cell gets doubled in subsequent blocks. The number of channels of a cell refers to the number of kernels in every convolutional operator edge in the cell.

**Fig. 2.** Cells found by SNAS (mild constraint) [13].
We analysed the behaviour of the baseline SNAS architecture on Jetson-Nano and one of the chief observations was, that the last block consumes most computational resources. It is unsurprising though, considering the fact that the last block has very wide cells, with 4x as many channels as compared to the cells in the first block. Figure 3 shows the behaviour of individual cells during an inference cycle. Cells 1 to 20 are consecutive cells in the order of execution during the inference. Figure 3a shows execution time of each cell and Fig. 3b shows GPU utilization during execution of each cell. It is evident from these graphs that the cells in the last block are utilizing the GPU to the maximum, as a direct consequence of the large number of computational operations required. Additionally, it takes between 5x–10x longer for each cell (in the last block) to finish execution as compared to cells in first and second block.

From this analysis, it is obvious that to achieve a suitable neural architecture composition for an embedded device, utilization of narrow cells should be ensured. Certain design principles from the classic architecture may still be retained, such as, the pattern of doubling the number of channels after every reduction cell can be maintained, by reducing the number of initial channels in the first block. Another alternate approach may be to reduce the number of cells only in the last block. The total number of cells can also be retained by varying the numbers of cells in different blocks and thereby creating an unbalanced architecture. We eventually employ these strategies in a grid search methodology to explore the architecture composition for embedded systems.

4 Architecture Search

In this section, we explain the methodical neural architecture search approach using the SNAS cells and their evaluation process on the target hardware. We expect a cell from any other NAS methodology will also provide a similar exploration result on an embedded device, since all existing NAS algorithms favor a similar cell with wide and shallow structure [3].
4.1 Search Space

To indicate different architectures, we use the following notation: $(C@K−L−M)$, where $C$ is the number of channels in the first block and $K, L, M$ are the number of cells in the first, second and third block respectively. Thus, the original SNAS architecture in Fig. 5a is denoted as $(36@6 − 6 − 6)$.

The neural architectures generated by our search algorithm maintain a constant depth of 20 cells, with reduction cells placed at $K+1$ and $K+L+2$ depth of the network, for which $K \geq 2, L \geq 2, M \geq 2$. The amount of initial channels is sampled at an interval of 12, with a maximum of 36 channels.

4.2 Grid Search

To evaluate various neural architecture compositions, a list of all possible $K$-$L$-$M$ meta-architectures is generated and sorted using radix sort, which prioritizes values in the order $K, L, M$. The distance measure between architectures is defined as a three-dimensional Manhattan distance. For meta-architectures $NN_1$ and $NN_2$:

$$d = |K_1 - K_2| + |L_1 - L_2| + |M_1 - M_2|$$ (1)

In order to prevent architectures that are too unbalanced, the first stipulation on architectures is that the distance between baseline $(6−6−6)$ architecture and $K, L, M$ can not differ from each other by more than a balance factor $b$. The value $b = 6$ was chosen for this research. Architectures in the list that do not adhere to this rule were removed.

Next, architectures that are similar to each other were removed after it was observed that architectures that were close to each other had comparable evaluated metrics, including accuracy. Moving through the sorted list, architectures with a distance $d < 4$, between itself and the last valid architecture were removed. This step was performed to reduce the number of architectures that would need to undergo a resource expensive training process.

For the final step, architectures with a trainable parameter size of 3.3 million parameters or more are removed, as to be able to fit the networks on a single GPU and reduce training times. The final sample consists of 18 unique $K−L−M$ iterations, which were each trained with 12, 24, and 36 initial channels, resulting in a total of 54 architectures that were trained and evaluated.

4.3 Architecture Evaluation

For evaluation, all architectures are trained following the evaluation settings of SNAS; all networks are trained from scratch for 600 epochs with batch size 96 on the CIFAR-10 data set for image classification. CIFAR-10 consists of 60,000 labeled images of dimensions $32 \times 32 \times 3$, comprising of 50,000 training and 10,000 testing images. The images are divided into 10 classes. Standard data augmentation techniques [16] with small translations, cropping, rotations and horizontal flips along with cutout [17] were utilized during the training.
Latency is measured on the NVIDIA Jetson Nano developer kit for embedded applications. This hardware, as previously discussed, is extremely constrained in resources, when compared to high-end GPUs. This has such a significant impact, that the power measurements must be done separately from the latency measurements, as they slow down the network by at least 33%. Both latency and power usage are measured and averaged over 50 individual runs of 50 batches and a batch size of 64 images.

5 Exploration Results

In this section, we present the evaluations and results of the cell-based architecture exploration. All the generated architectures are first trained and then the performance is measured on the target hardware specific metrics.

All training settings were the same as followed in [13], where every neural network was trained using stochastic gradient descent with initial learning rate 0.1, weight decay $3 \times 10^{-5}$ and batch size 128. The learning rate was decayed by a factor of 0.97 after each epoch and auxiliary towers with weight 0.4 were used as additional enhancements. All neural networks were trained on NVIDIA Tesla T4 and on an average took 1.5 days to train completely.

![Fig. 4. Pareto fronts for accuracy of different architectures w.r.t. (a) latency, (b) power, and (c) parameter size.](image-url)
Table 1. The multi-dimensional Pareto front for cell-based architectures on CIFAR-10 with accuracy, number of parameters, inference time, and power usage on Jetson-Nano as evaluation objectives. All architectures use the SNAS mild constraint cells with cutout. SNAS\textsuperscript{orig} refers to the original baseline architecture. SNAS\textsuperscript{c} refers to other architectures composed using the SNAS-cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Init-Channels</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Params (M)</th>
<th>Latency (s)</th>
<th>Power-usage (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{orig} (6 - 6 - 6)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>97.02</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (6 - 4 - 8)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>97.28</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (7 - 7 - 4)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>97.20</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>4.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (3 - 9 - 6)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>97.19</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (4 - 10 - 4)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>97.04</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (5 - 7 - 6)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96.94</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (8 - 8 - 2)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96.92</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (4 - 10 - 4)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>96.14</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>\textbf{0.53}</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (4 - 3 - 6)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>95.84</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>\textbf{3.88}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (9 - 5 - 4)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>95.72</td>
<td>\textbf{0.25}</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once all the neural networks were trained, they were evaluated on four metrics, namely, accuracy, number of parameters, inference time, and power usage. The last two metrics were measured on the NVIDIA Jetson Nano developer board. Next, the Pareto Front was selected based on all evaluated metrics, which is presented in Table 1. All the models in the Pareto set are considered to be equally adequate to be marked as a good model. This set is a handy tool for system designers, as it provides the quantitative trade-offs between different objectives.

Considering it is not easy to draw and understand four-dimensional plots, Fig. 4 shows the two-dimensional Pareto fronts of different sets of parameters, comparing latency, power, and number of parameters to the accuracy of an architecture. Beside the visualization, these graphs also provide insight into the impact of initial channels on different evaluation metrics. In each graph, three clusters are clearly visible, which indicate the three different settings for the number of initial channels of the architectures.

Looking at the whole pareto front (Table 1), surprisingly, the (36@6 − 4 − 8) architecture performs the best in terms of accuracy, achieving 97.49% compared to 97.02% achieved by the original balanced SNAS architecture with a comparable parameter size. This difference is more than what can be attributed to statistical difference. This architecture strongly suggests that the composition of the cells in a neural network plays an important role in the eventual performance of the model. Beyond the search for a cell, there is little manual effort required in training of some of the architecture compositions, and this can be a recommended segment of the underlying NAS methodology.

For the resource-constrained devices, sacrificing some precision for efficiency is often acceptable, since not all systems require perfect accuracy. From the exploration results, it is evident that the cell based architectures are still very
efficient with fewer parameters. For example, the architecture \((24@5 - 7 - 6)\) with less than half the parameters of the baseline model, has a similar accuracy. As expected, the models with the fewest parameters, fastest inference time and lowest power usage were all the architectures with 12 initial channels. Most research only takes the number of parameters into account when optimizing for an edge device. However, latency and power do not always have a linear relationship with the model size. One notable architecture, \((12@4 - 10 - 4)\), as shown in Fig. 5b, is up to three times faster and consumes about 15% less power, while still achieving an accuracy of 96.14%. This architecture has narrow cells, as well as fewer cells in the last block.

We compared the models on pareto front that had less than 1M parameters, to other state of the art neural architectures that were designed specifically for embedded systems. We use the number of parameters for the comparison, since latency and power usage cannot be fairly compared as either the target hardware is different or not included in the search. The results are presented in Table 2.

The neural networks explored in this work outperform all other small architectures when it comes to prediction accuracy. This result strongly indicates the advantages of constructing neural architectures for an edge device by utilizing cells that were discovered for high-end GPUs. Not only are they flexible and highly efficient, but can also expedite the design process of an application for a specific target hardware, specially when fast turn-around time is desired.
Table 2. Accuracy of various architectures for CIFAR-10 with <1M parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Params (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-BC (k = 12) [7]</td>
<td>Non-cell</td>
<td>95.49</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMONADE Cell 9 [18]</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>95.43</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CondenseNet-86 [8]</td>
<td>Non-cell</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CondenseNet\textsuperscript{light} [8]</td>
<td>Non-cell</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP-Net-A [15]</td>
<td>Non-cell</td>
<td>94.72</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP-Net-B [15]</td>
<td>Non-cell</td>
<td>95.42</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Shot Top (F = 16) [19]</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Shot Small (F = 16) [19]</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (24@8-8-2)</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>96.92</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (12@4-10-4)</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>96.14</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (12@9-3-6)</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>95.84</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAS\textsuperscript{c} (12@9-5-4)</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>95.72</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

The aim of this research was to explore cell-based architectures and their composition strategies for an embedded system. In order to do this, a grid search was defined and a carefully truncated list of architectures was trained and evaluated. A Pareto Front was presented, describing the trade-offs between different evaluation metrics, namely, accuracy, number of parameters, along with the latency and power usage on the NVIDIA Jetson Nano developer board. Among these architectures several noteworthy architectures were found, highlighting the importance of the composition of cells, geared towards different situations.

As an extension to this work, we aim to explore more connection patterns to create the architectures from a cell. In the current work, there were many restrictions put on the search space, such as, the connection pattern of doubling the number of channels after every reduction cell was maintained. In the future, the aim is to create a search space where highly unbalanced architectures as well as different connection patterns can be explored through a search algorithm. We further aim to utilise a population based meta-heuristic algorithm [20] to cover this large search space to achieve a better pareto front.
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